
ASTR398B (Fall 2015) Homework 4 

Special and General Relativity 

(Due at the start of class on the 2nd October 2015) 
 

1. When at rest, an unstable subatomic particle called the positive pion (π+) decays with 
an average lifetime of 2.6×10-8s.  On average, how long would it take to decay (as seen 
by us) if it were traveling at 95% the speed of light? 

 
2. Freedom Tower in New York City has a height of 541m (1776 feet; as measured from 

the ground to the top of its spire).  Two identical and very accurate clocks are taken to 
this tower; clock-A is placed at its base and clock-B is placed at the top of the spire.  
Initially the clocks are synchronized.  After a duration of 10 years, clock-B is lowered 
back to the ground and the two clocks are compared.   Which clock will have appeared 
to lose time?   What will be the time difference, in seconds, between these two clocks? 
[You will need to know that the speed of light is c=3.0×108m/s and, at the Earth’s 
surface, the gravitational field is g=9.8m/s2] 

 
3. In your own words, explain what is meant by the Strong Equivalence Principle.   How 

does this principle naturally explain the fact first observed by Galileo that all objects, 
irrespective of mass or composition, appear to accelerate at the same rate in a 
gravitational field? 

 
4. You have a helium filled balloon floating in your car.   When you accelerate, which 

direction (from the point of view of the driver) will the balloon appear to move?   
What does this have to do with the Strong Equivalence Principle.   [You might want to 
try this in real life – get a friend to drive so that you can safely observe the balloon!]. 

 
5. (Challenging) You have just bought a nice new house, but, to your horror, discover 

that the garage is only half the length of your car!   But, having just learnt about the 
special theory of relativity, you come up with a cunning plan… Suppose you drove 
your car into the garage at 90% the speed of light.  Length contraction will then shrink 
the length of the car by a factor of γ=2.3.  So the car should fit!  The instant the back 
of the car is inside the garage, you would slam the garage door shut and then stop the 
car.  As long as the garage door and walls are strong enough, the car would then be 
trapped inside the garage even though it might try to re-expand once it stops.    You 
persuade a mechanic to make the necessary enhancements to your car’s engine and 
brakes, and persuade a builder to strengthen the door and walls of your garage. You 
then attempt this maneuver. Explain why it goes horribly wrong, and why the above 
logic is flawed.   Be as clear in your explanation as possible.   [Hint – Think about the 
following two events.  Event A is “the back of the car enters the garage, and the 
garage door closes”.  Event B is “the front of the car hits the front of the garage”.   
Think about the order of Events A and B in the two relevant frames of reference.  Is 
it possible to stop the car in time without violating some basic laws of physics?] 


